Netwrix StealthDEFEND

Detect advanced attacks in progress and shut them down in a flash

Protect your critical Active Directory and file system data by catching even highly sophisticated attacks in their early stages, responding automatically, and quickly getting the full insight required to recover and strengthen your defenses.

SPOT THREATS BEFORE THEY TURN INTO BREACHES

Detect complex attacks and insider threats in progress using machine learning and user behavior analytics.

RESPOND FASTER THAN HUMANLY POSSIBLE

Thwart known attack techniques at lightning speed by leveraging a catalog of automated response actions.

SIMPLIFY INVESTIGATION AND RECOVERY

Get comprehensive insight into an incident to enable prompt recovery and inform your defense strategy.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“StealthDEFEND is the most effective real time defender I have ever seen.”

Network Engineer in the Transportation Industry

Detect and shut down advanced attacks

netwrix.com/defend
Key Features of Netwrix StealthDEFEND

UNCOVER SOPHISTICATED THREATS IN PROGRESS
Promptly detect use of techniques indicative of ransomware, Golden Ticket, DCShadow, Kerberoasting and many other known attacks, thanks to advanced machine learning.

CATCH INSIDER MISTAKES AND PRIVILEGE ABUSE WITH UBA
Avoid costly breaches and downtime by building an accurate baseline of normal behavior for each user and spotting any unusual data access, process execution or other suspicious activity.

CUT THROUGH THE NOISE AND ZERO IN ON WHAT MATTERS TO YOU
Keep your IT teams laser-focused on true threats by tailoring threat parameters, rules and logic to your organization’s specific needs and easily defining new threats relevant to your business or industry.

BLOCK OR ENTRAP HACKERS AUTOMATICALLY
Shut down threats in an instant using preconfigured response actions, or lure attackers into a honeypot for study. You can even integrate StealthDEFEND with your own business processes using PowerShell or webhook facilities.

AVOID COSTLY BREACHES AND DOWNTIME BY BUILDING AN ACCURATE BASELINE OF NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND SPOTTING ANY UNUSUAL DATA ACCESS, PROCESS EXECUTION OR OTHER SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY.
Noisy, incomplete and cryptic native logs are no match for modern threats. Netwrix StealthDEFEND delivers the comprehensive, consolidated threat intelligence required to proactively spot and block today’s sophisticated attacks.

STAY ON TOP OF THREATS IN REAL TIME
Know immediately about suspicious activity in your environment with email or mobile alerts, and automatically send threat data to ServiceNow, Slack, Microsoft Teams or any popular SIEM.

SPEED INVESTIGATIONS AND STRENGTHEN YOUR SECURITY POSTURE
Easily review the entire timeline of events related to an incident to simplify recovery, enable accurate reporting and inform cybersecurity improvement efforts.

COMPREHENSIVE
Netwrix StealthDEFEND is a real-time threat detection and response solution purpose-built to protect both of the common denominators in a breach scenario: Active Directory credentials and file system data.

SECURE
Keep access to the product console under strict control by requiring multifactor authentication (MFA) using any one-time password solution that supports RADIUS.

Next Steps
REQUEST FREE TRIAL
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